Equally, Hack tenancy or the "squatting system' was in his view an index of "backwardness and lack of enterprise. De Kiewiet draws a stark opposition "between town and countryside: the former progressive, competitive and prosperous, the latter mostly 'semi-feudal', unchanging and poverty stricken.
These images dominated a generation of liberal thinking. -1 -More recent writers, faced with very changed circumstances, have stressed,firstly, the initial success of black tenant commercial production; and secondly the vigour and strength of white agriculture, the rapidity of its development under the auspices of a modern, industrial state, and the "brutality of the suppression of the once prosperous "black rural economy.
In this process, the 1913 Natives Land Act is given pride of place as the single most devastating "blow aimed at black peasant production. Earlier writers stressed the rather more negative function of the Act in the demarcation of reserves and the entrenchment of territorial segregation. More recently, the significance of the Act has been seen more centrally in 2 terms of its decisive role in the emergence of a white-dominated capitalist agriculture at the expense of the black peasantry. 2 The more recent interpretations reflect to a far greater degree than did the inter-war generation of liberals, the perceptions of those who were involved in the agitations of the years "before 1913« In the view of contemporary whites, there was nothing stagnant or decaying about the "black rural economy. To the white populists who largely forged the 'public opinion" of the day, the 'squatting system' was no moribund anachronism. As far as they were concerned, whites on the land were engaged in a life or death struggle for social and economic dominance.
But what has been missing from much of the more recent literature "by and large is a sense of the dynamics of change and an awareness of local specificity. When the focus is narrowed, what emerges is less a unilinear, homogenous transition to capitalism, taking place in readily definable stages, but a far more complex, ambiguous and multi-faceted process of change. In particular, it seems that the relationship "between state initiatives (inevitably the primary focus of scholars who prefer the mega-view) and local transformations, is far from being an unproblematical one. Those whose methodological horzons are largely confined to a scrutiny of official publications commonly assume quite wrongly that parliamentary debates, commission reports and legislative enactments precisely reflect as well as shape social reality in rural areas. After all, it is altogether simpler to examine the details of laws and the professed intentions of their progenitors, than to try to unravel the complex social reality of which they are a product. But legislative initiatives often bear little relationship to what is practically possible for the state to accomplish. Further, much public perception of rural social reality as reflected in political agitation and debate is so encrusted with ideology as to be highly problematical as historical evidence. If the periodical crises of labour supply and the recurrent upsurges of agitation about the consequences of allowing blacks to gain control of the rural economy are to be understood rather than taken at face value, we need to uncover the social realities underlying the rhetoric.
This paper, then, is concerned on one level to examine the complex relationship between state action on the one hand, and social reality on the other, in the transformation of the countryside in early industrial South
Africa. The specific focus of this paper in this respect in on the 1913
Natives Land Act, the most closely studied law in South Africa's history and historiography. The study focuses on the white-settled rural hinterland of the Witwatersrand, the industrial hub of southern Africa, incorporating the northern and eastern Orange Free State and the southernmost districts of the Transvaal. For it was in the most advanced heartland of the arable highveld that the 1913 Act had its most immediate resonance in the transformation of rural relations.
The paper also investigates the dynamics behind the development of a capitalist agriculture, particularly the cyclical, unsustained pattern evident in the drive for accumulation and control of productive resources by whites. Only at certain periods of financial boom and productive expansion, as we shall see, did racial antagonisms and competition for resources reach critical intensity. It seems that only under certain transitory and recurrent material circumstances did the underlying antagonistic forces at work rise to the surface of popular consciousness, resulting in a much more explicit resort to force and state power. At such times there arose a .rural heightened awareness among/whites of the urgency of concerted action and state intervention if whites were to establish dominance over the rural economy. The implied goal was the establishment of capitalist agriculture based on black wage labour; but this was not a practical possibility in the early twentieth century. It was the extension of white control over black labour, time, capital, skills and produce that was sought, and not necessarily their total expropriation.
Purely economic explanations (in a narrow, functionalist sense) for the recurrent assaults on the "black rural economy are unlikely to get us very far. For a rational calculation of interests by individual white landholders usually led them to conclude that the exploitation of 'black production in sharecropping relationships involved lower risks, higher productivity and 3a distinct cost advantages in relation to capitalised farming. After all, fully capitalised farmers almost always derived their capital from outside 4 agriculture. Sustained, autochtonous accumulation from agricultural production alone was very rare (hence the importance of state intervention).
Mastery at the point of production became a social or cultural imperative for the white populists. It should not surprise us to find that private "behaviour often conflicted with public perception -that despite the condemnation of black tenant production, many rural whites were reliant on black tenants' resources and skills in some degree for their own survival and accumulation. Moments of crisis and catharsis in the rural political economy, such as that which culminated in the passing of the Land Act, cannot be fully understood if these subjective elements are overlooked. The populist mobilisation of racial consciousness was clearly a major feature of such periods, and one which more abstract and schematic analyses are ill-equiped to apprehend. In short, the process of "class struggle*, so often invoked but not explained, needs to be invested with some historical specificity.
The years 1693*95 constituted one period of heightened antagonisms and competition between white and black on the land. These were years of expansive financial conditions and heavy crop yields when the extent of cultivation and the pace of productive activities increased rapidly amongst the black and white farmers alike. Large cereal harvests depressed prices, put a premium on wagon transport and made labour for reaping very scarce. Not only were the many burghers who signed petitions in 1893 a nd 1894 (and who 5 thereby secured the enactment of the Republican anti-squatting laws of 1895) motivated by the spectre of "black competition for scarce transport resources and competition on inelastic urban markets, but they also were enraged at the great surge of African peasant prosperity and "blacks* increased inde-5 pendence from the need to render labour for whites. It was at such times of accelerated accumulation amongst black producers, when they were able to consolidate and extend their independence and their control over productive resources, that the spectre of long-term economic decline and increasing dependence amongst whites was most vivid. Without state intervention in the protection and promotion of white controlled production and white accumulation, and in the suppression of the black rural economy, many considered that white authority and control were in danger of collapse. The alien land speculators and absentee landlords whose interests seemed to be opposed or indifferent to indigenous white capital formation, were not to be trusted.
The political economy of white supremacy could not simply be assumed; it had to be fought for and actively forged under the new conditions of industrial and financial capitalism. The white populists . who were at the forefront of this struggle saw the dominance of foreign capital and black control of market production as the twin-edged sword which was threatening to overwhelm them.
The anti-squatting laws of 1895 (enacted in both the Free State and the Transvaal) grew out of a similar set of circumstances as those prevailing in 1913 when the more far-reaching Natives Land Act was enacted. The laws of 1895 were designed to restate and tighten up the provisions of earlier laws, restricting the number of black tenant families (defined as nuclear families) allowed per farm to five. The laws were very much the product of those seeking to protect the landless "little men' in Boer society from the consequences of allowing prosperous inaependent black peasant communities to accumulate on the land of large landowners at the expense of the poor burghers.
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I.S. Ferreira, the representative for Korannaberg (Ladybrand district) in the free State Volksraad and a spokesman for the populist sentiment, warned in 1897 of the alleged consequences of allowing African communities to accumulate on individual farms without restriction. The 'needy burghers* would be oppressed as the landowners would simply fill their land with African sharecroppers, he declared. 'Many foreign capitalists will then also buy land in this country for that purpose, and the result will be tha-t within 7 thirty years only a few burghers will be in possession of their land*.
There was seldom any real attempt to implement the law in the face of opposition from absentee landlords and the big grain farmers, who relied Q on larger, relatively self-sufficient tenant communities for labour supplies.
But like the 1913 Land Act several years later and other such rural social engineering legislation, the activities of the legislators were designed to fulfill a symbollic, mobilising function, rather than produce a practical code capable of regulating real relationships.
It was in large part the status of black commercial producers, most obviously the sharecroppers working the soil without interference or supervision, usually on absentee-owned land, which riled white populist opinion.
However, it is likely than many of those who signed petitions objected to such sharecropping arrangements were themselves increasingly dependent in some degree or another on black-owned and -controlled means of production and black productive initiative. From 1896 onward the rinderpest, drought, the Anglo-Boer War, followed by another period of drought and trade depression eroded rural resources and drew the sting from the populist agitation against the independent black tenantry.
But the half dozen years leading up to 1913 constituted another period of financial boom and productive expansion in agriculture, a period of rapid land division and of unprecedented state intervention in the promotion of white farming. Particularly, it was a period of crisis in labour supply and in productive relationships, when agitation and concerted action against the independent black tenant farmers reached a fever pitch. In this, these years were not unlike the mid-1890s, albeit on a grander scale. The remainder of the paper will attempt to uncover some of the motor forces behind rural change during one period when circumstances in the political economy at large and in the heartland of the arable highveld in particular conspired to spark heightened conflict, social anxiety and employer mobili- There was plenty of incentive in these boom times to attempt to reformulate terms of tenancy to the advantage of landlords. They sought to increase their claims to tenant household labour, to restrict tenants* access to grazing land, and to increase the surplus extracted from tenant production. As a consequence of surging land values and the greater marketing and transport opportunities available, white landholders were concerned to maximise their profits from productive activities on their land, whether black tenants remained the direct producers or not. In particular, demands on the labour of black tenants were greatly increasing, more especially as more and more capitalised farmers took up land on the highveld, intent upon investing in capital resources and directly controlling production. To a greater degree than ever before, the independent black tenantry was seen as obstructing the development of capitalist farming insofar as tenant production severely impeded the availability of labour to white farmers. Again, it was the sharecropping tenantry on absentee-owned land, where tenant households were free of supervision or control and had seemingly unlimited opportunity for accumulation, which elicited the strongest condemnation, especially as their enterprise was frequently enriching foreign capitalists. It was not so much tenants* ownership of productive resources which propagandists railed against -as long as they were harnessed to the profit of resident white farmers -, but rather the more explicit manifestations of black independence and prosperity. White farming was no longer as vulnerable and dependent as in the post-Wax years, and populist opinion could again be mobilised against the black rural economy.
This crisis in relationships between white and black was particularly intense as not only was the capital base in the white rural economy expanding, 8 the black rural economy was expanding too. Good seasons and the opening of export markets for the increasingly predominant commercial crop, maize, created new opportunities for black producers as well as for whites. The rapid increase in the extent of land put to the plough not only implied an expansion of white capitalist production, but also of black peasant production, more especially on the still very extensive landholdings of absentees. In the postVwar years of depression, the proportion of land in the hands of absentees, of creditors and speculators, had no doubt "been growing as resident landowners succumbed to the pressures of indebtedness.
The black sharecropping tenantry thus reached its high point of profit and accumulation, at precisely the same time that white agriculture was capitalising at a faster rate than ever before. The inevitable result was that competition for resources reached critical intensity. The crisis in relations between black and white on the land was a replay, on a larger scale and with more actors, of the drama played out in the previous phase of financial boom and productive expansion, that of the years 1893-95. This time, too, the rural crisis was heading toward a legislative catharsis.
Attempts by landlords to reformulate contracts of tenancy to their own benefit evoked considerable resistance and a great deal of trekking from farm to farm, especially in the months following the winter harvest. J.A.
Sugden of Bethlehem district noted this as early as 1907, a year in which rains were good and crops were heavy. He reported that complaints regarding the scarcity of labour were becoming more frequent and noted that the increased amount of work, which the Native squatters are being called upon to do, is causing an unusual number of Natives to trek on to other farms, in the hope of finding farms, where there will be less work to do.
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These kinds of complaints were general in the years under consideration.
The magistrate in Lindley reported in 1912 that several capitalised farmers in the district had resorted to hiring Zulu migrant labourers under contract from Natal labour agents after unsuccussfully having tried to introduce new conditions of tenancy which involved the payment of small wages to workers and in addition themselves ploughing and sowing plots for the tenants' benefit. Local Africans had resisted this transformation to servile status, often with a large degree of success. 20 The crisis of labour supply was reflected in a furious agitation which found its chief expression in the correspondence columns of newspapers and journals, such as the Farmer*s Weekly, a Bloemfontein publication launched in early 1911* J*A. Jorissen, writing from the eastern Free State, provides a sample of the genre, replicated in any number of similarly exaggerated diatribes. *The real master,* Jorissen wrote, is the native. He is independent; his services not purchaseable for money; won't hire himself out or bind himself to any contract whatsoever. The only course he is agreeable to is to sow on the half. Whether the owner likes it or not, he has to submit. -.The natives* hold over the farmers down in these parts is absolute. 21 We need not take these expressions of concern as reflections of objective reality to realise that what was being described was a heightened level of racial tensions and hostilities in the countryside, as white farmers sought to harness black labour and capital resources more tightly to their own profit, and as black households sought to resist these transformations in productive relationships. One manifestation of this was the repeated complaints by white farmers that the organs of social control -the pass laws, masters and servants laws, and the local courts and police who enforced them -were inadequate to their task. 22 Sut no matter how coercive were the laws, how politicised the court system and how pervasive the police function, they were unlikely ever to satisfy the demands of whites for social revolution in the countryside.
If white determination to extract more and more black labour was one manifestation of intensified competition for resources in these years, competition for grazing land was another. The rapid increase in the numbers of stock (white-and black-owned) on the farms in the years after about 1905 was another aspect of the crisis in productive relations. Not only did grazing rights greatly benefit the black tenant, but they also materially penalised the white landlord whose access to grazing land was correspondindly reduced. The situation was made urgent by the subdivision of farms and overstocking throughout the territory. Ladybrand farmers were reported in 1909 to be seeking out stock farms in other parts of the colony to purchase due to overstocking. In 1913* breeding stock was reported to be unsaleable in Bethlehem for the same reason, and the price in conse-24 quence had fallen by 25 percent.
The magistrate in Winburg, R. Har.ley, wrote that in the past, when the land had been cheap, landowners had not minded Africans who owned as much stock as they on their farms, but as the farms were getting smaller there was less and less inclination to entering tenancy agreements with Africans who grazed large herds and flocks. Nevertheless, many landholders lacked muscle to enforce their will, as they needed the labour and often also the capital resources of black households. 25 Many farmers were becoming increasingly conscious of stock breeds, too, partly as a result of large-scale importations of pure-bred animals by the Department of Agriculture for breeding. Many were unwilling to allow intermingling of their own stock with tenants' rams, bulls or stallions. A Free State farmer wrote in Look at the drawback to progressive farming while natives are allowed to graze and breed any kind of mongrel stock.
• »Our Government is spending large sums on the importation of pedigree stock, but what real progress can be made until we have a law enforcing the castration of downright mongrels.
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In order to avoid the danger of interbreeding, many white farmers were obliged to allow African tenants on their land free access to their own rams, bulls or stallions, on condition that no African-owned male animals would be allowed on the farm unless castrated. 27 With the rising value of grazing land fewer and fewer progressive stock farmers were willing to make this concession. It was still common at this time for all stock to graze together. But paddocking was becoming widespread, which made it possible to restrict tenants' stock to stony or overgrazed camps while landlords* stock were rotated -a decisive innovation in many black people's memories.
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t was not African stoekownership in general that whites railed against, however. One of the major advantages of labour tenancy was the use of the tenants* oxen during the ploughing season, a very common arrangement. The more draught oxen available to the farmer, the more land could be placed under cultivation. It was those animals which were of less utility to landlords which they resented. Thus, a number of informants remember these years as the time when goat herding came to an end at the behest of their landlords, apparently because they were very destructive of grazing and damaged trees, notably fruit trees. Ndae Makume remembers that this happened in 1913. Their fifty goats were sold for 10s each to speculators travelling from farm to farm buying up the tenants* animals. 29 Orders to tenants to reduce their livestock numbers caused much movement by households from farm to farm. The white landholders* determination to undermine blacks' independent access to wealth in livestock was often obstructed by the bargaining strength of tenants' households with considerable . 15 labour resources and productive potential. Again, this struggle for control over grazing land was the cause of much hostility and bitterness between white and black on the land.
An important index of the increasing insecurity felt by African tenants was the extent of black land purchase during these years in the Transvaal, where, unlike the Free State, it was permitted by law up to 191% In the three years, 1910-12, according to information given to parliament, 78 farms were bought by blacks. 30 In many cases black chiefs bought land off the highveld on which they and their people had always been settled, but to which absentee whites owned title. Cattle was subscribed by the chiefs* followers for this purpose, and they often paid highly inflated prices for Landlords* preference for black tenants was a cause of alarm and anxiety .3
Typical was the complaint in a Bloemfontein newspaper against an Afrikaans minister who asked the farmers in his congregation to plough two acres of maize each to pay for a black church. The correspondent wrote:
In the same district, a white bywoner [tenant] * with a small amount of stock, cannot obtain lands on the half ploughing system, whereas nearly every farm has natives who plough on the half, and in many cases have more stock than the white man. The Ngakanes soon found the pressures brought to bear on them were such that in 1913 they bought their own farm in the western Transvaal. Of course their landlord, Cronje, might well have had his.own reasons for tightening conditions of tenancy. But it does seem that widespread intimidation of sharecropping landlords who allowed their tenants too much independence and latitude for accumulation was taking place in these years. In the popular perception, the black tenant farmers were a major factor in the impoverishment and marginalisation of large numbers of rural whites.
Younger Afrikaners, products of the emergent ^Christian nationalist' education system under the auspices of the populist Afrikaans churches, were particularly likely to be sensitised to the dangers implicit in the . 18 impoverishment of masses of rural whites. The younger generation was often more susceptibel than their elders to the need for radical social and political intervetion, if white supremacy was to be secured in an industrialising economy, and if white rural accumulation was not to be crushed by imperial capital on the one hand and the black rural economy on the other. The cultural pressures being exerted on white landholders to take greater control over production on their land and to exert their own mastery over black tenant household members were growing rapidly.
A great deal of proselytising and agitating against the dangers implicit in independent black accumulation and enrichment was conducted at specially convened farmers* meetings. In September '\9'\2 t a congress was held at Reitz, attended by 50 delegates from throughout the Free State, with a view to establishing a Boerenbond to push for the destruction of the sharecropping economy, the enforcement of compulsory master-servant contracts on all tenants, and the stipulation of maximum remuneration for workers which no farmer would be allowed to .exceed. K.W. Serfontein, member of the Provincial Council, captured the spirit of the occasion when he said that the aim of the congress was to ensure the *natural rights' of white men and to make South Africa a *white man's country'. A Boerenbond Congress met in Kroonstad in February of the following year, attended by 65 delegates, with 38 a view to pressuring the government to take action. This mobilisation of farming opinion was fairly typical of these years. Farmers' congresses were held in places such as Wepener and Bethlehem, where angry words were exchanged about the ^squatting evil' and the impossibility of rehabilitating the mass of impoverished whites while sharecropping arrangements were allowed to persist. 39 It was into this arena of struggle and resistance, of mounting social anxiety amongst whites and insecurity amongst blacks on the land that the intervention in the process of rural change in these years -was launched.
The major provision of the Act stipulated that the only legal form of rent payment by black tenants to white landlords would be labour service. A rent in the form of a share of the crop or in cash was henceforth illegal.
Secondly, the Act prohibited all land purchases by blacks outside specially scheduled reserve areas -generally those areas which blacks had been able to preserve from alienation (or had purchased back) -pending the proclamation of released land for inclusion in reserves.
The implementation of the Act in the Free State was at first based on the proposition that contracts were automatically terminated at the close of each reaping season unless otherwise specified in writing. Thus the 191? Act was not to be officially enforced before the 1914 winter harvest, since all existing tenancy agreements were left to run their course, 41 But many land- In some cases these natives have experienced considerable hardship, because they have had to leave under pressure, and have had no time to remove their effects, stock, and implements, which have been sacrificed. I wish I could make you realize the unrest and the dissatisfaction which is in the minds and hearts of the native people right throughout this district. They think that this coming year will be a year of terrible loss and deprivation to them. 45 Similar evictions were taking place in the more advanced maize districts of the southern Transvaal, despite the fact that the provisions of the Act were suspended in that province. "From Potchefstroom it was reported that the passing of the Act had 'stimulated trekking on an extensive scale from various parts of the southwestern districts, many natives, with their families and stock having crossed over into Bechuanaland. *47 Africans complained that the farmers were taking advantage of the confused state of affairs and of the Africans' ignorance of the law in order to delude them as to the dimensions of the law. Blacks from Winburg petitioned the Secretary for Native Affairs, complaining that they were being told *all sorts of unfounded stories': stock speculators tried to convince them that the Act obliged them to sell off their stock; farmers told them that according to the law they now had use of the Africans' oxen and wagons free of charge and that the tenant families had not to work without wages in return Africans who complained of the attitude of the local police, who always told them to take their complaints to a lawyer. They appealed for the Native Affairs Department to appoint local commissioners to intercede on tenants' behalf. 51 So, despite the polemical nature of some of it, the evidence clearly illustrates the widespread occurrence of evictions which followed the passing of the 1913 Land Act. Twenty years previously Africans who were ordered to sell their stock, render more intensive labour service or hand over a larger proportion of their surplus product would.have been able to find alternative arrangements under the patronage of a large landowner whose demands were less intrusive. This was no longer possible for most. The age when capitalist farmers were also large land barons was receding. The private labour reserves of wealthy farmers were often being sold at high prices to farmers with access to Land Bank loans, and being put to the plough. Much absentee-owned land and many speculation farmers were gradually being sold off, or leased out to whites. Land was too valuable for farmers to continue relying on access to a supply of labourers from amongst junior members of large, wealthy and independent tenant communities. The land crisis was coming to a head for the black tenants in the heartland of the arable highveld. Blacks who decided to move rather than submit to forced dispossession and impoverishment as often as not discovered that there were no choices left.
It is probable that those who submitted were no worse off in the end than most of those who chose to join the army of trekkers in the winter of 1915•
More particularly, what this evidence in large part signified was the fragmentation of extended settlement groups and the break up of large, kin-based homesteads. Relations between white farmers with extensive land holdings and the patriarchs of black settlement groups were breaking down.
The family seniors usually suffered most. They were often too old to work and usually controlled the multi-generational family's often very substantial herds and flocks. They found themselves in an invidious position and were likely to be expelled sooner or later from the farm^ whereas juniors could more readily find employment, which enabled them to re-establish contracts of tenancy. Thus as often as not those in distress who were reported to be wandering around the district appealing to magistrate and missionary for aid and advice, were older men.
Ultimatums and evictions were not directly caused by the Land Act, though.
The formal prohibition of sharecropping in the Act was in large part ineffective, and indeed it was not even implemented by the authorities -certainly not in 1913* But the Act provided a catalyst to concerted action on the part of landlords. White farmers involved in an intense struggle for control over resources and human labour were not concerned with precise legal definition;
for them, the passing of the Act was a catharsis, an affirmation from the highest authority of the legitimacy of their cause and the inevitability of their victory against their black competitors. And they acted on that perception. Legislatures often serve broader, less tangible functions than that encompassed in legal theory.
But what were the dimensions of the transformation being wrought amidst all this trauma? Once the great dispersal had run its course and black families had re-established working relationships with landlords, new or old, how had the patterns of productive life changed? Some black informants recall this as the time when landlords replaced a sharecropping system with one in which the tenants worked two days on their own fields for four in the landlord's fields -although usually still using their own oxen and equip-54 ment. No doubt more white farmers felt able to exert greater authority over production once the Land Act and the great dispersal of 1913 had provided the resolve and the incentive insofar as they cpuiii reserve good arable land for themselves while banishing the tenants to stony ground, or reserve 55 manure for their own use. The price they had to pay was far greater supervision and enforcement of work-discipline. Splitting the arable did not necessarily imply a decline in landlords* reliance on their tenants* productive resources and skills. Deskilling only came with mechanisation of peak seasonal activities, which was still a long way off.
There was no widespread revolution in the productive processes, no general stripping of black tenants* means of arable production, no universal undermining of peasant skills and household labour organisation, as long as tenant households continued to own the capital resources necessary for preparing the soil and planting the crop. The more labour intensive processes, weeding and harvesting, which not only required minimal capital investment, but also lent themselves more readily to gang labour (or communal work parties) rather than household labour organisation, were the activities which landlords were most readily able to bring under their direct control. Commonly, explicit sharecropping arrangements gave way to "ploughing and sowing* contracts, often also including the use of tenants' wagons for transporting the crop.
In short, the boom in rural areas in these years did not mean the universal capitalisation of white agriculture. Certainly, many farmers were able 25 to buy improved implements, such as wheat reaping machines or planters. But for many more, there were limits to the benefits to be derived from investing in productive resources while the technology at the disposal of whites was not substantially different to that used by black households, especially ploughing spans and equipment, and while the weeding and reaping of the most important crop (maize) remained labour-intensive activities. The advantages of less relative risk and greater relative productivity associated with sharecropping did not disappear. In the absence of widespread opportunities and motivation to mechanise (as was the case a few decades later) there was little incentive to suppress the peasant economy entirely.
Hence for many landholders, splitting the arable into landlord's and tenants* fields was not a viable option, mainly because they were not able or willing to provide the sort of supervision which such an arrangement required. This clearly applied to absentee landlords. Many poor whites continued to survive on the land by hiring farms and battening on to black tenant production, over which they exerted no direct control. Many landholders saw no incentive to exert greater control over production, given the risks of capital investment and the lower productivity of alienated labour. Many would have agreed with Wepener farmers who at their congress in January 1909 57 argued % separate lands would be a curse to the landowner . As early as 1908, the ORC Natives Administration Commission had perceptively concluded from its investigations that it was not possible to frame preventive legislation against sharecropping which could not be evaded, *and that to attempt to enforce such legislation would only drive the farmer to resort to subterfuge CO and evasive expedients*. In the event, that expectation was fully borne out.
As the magistrate in Vredefort reported in 1918: \ . .the great idea of the natives is to plough, sow and reap on their own account. The Natives Land Act has not materially altered the relationship that previously existed be-59 tween the European master and the natives. . .in this respect. ' 27 as well as his personal service -to count the service of his oxen, which are to be used in consideration of his occupying the land'.
A.H. Maree of the sajne district agreed. Oxen service should be allowed as long as it can be proved that the service of the oxen has not been given in lieu of rent. As long as the boy gives his service and is willing to assist his employer with the help of his oxen, I do no think you can take that as rent.
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The government's law advisors' conciliatory and meaningless response was that oxen service was only illegal if included in the contract as a condition of tenancy. . . .when the boy had his whole piece of ground to sow and be given a half of the crops, he was not a servant but a partner -a master. The moment you draw the line under the new law that boy becomes your servant at once. . -As soon as you draw the line of your farm and say *You can sow this for yourself,* he is your servant, . . in the tighter grip which landholders were able to exert over their tenants* productive activities and the more efficient siphoning off of their surpluses.
The Act had social consequences which were quite different from those which a legalistic reading of its provisions would lead one to expect. On the other hand, the Act, while relatively ineffective in relation to the quite unrealistic projections of its progenitors, did provide part of the statutory framework within which future struggles over resources and control over labour could be fought.
When the human dimensions of conflict are investigated, the emergence of a white supremacist rural political economy in early twentieth century South Africa seems less than inevitable or unproblematic. The benefits to be derived from suppressing the black rural economy were not universally apparent amongst rural whites. Further, state interventions were often tenuous and inconclusive. The instruments of coercion and control -the courts, the police, the law book -seldom had a decisive impact on social relations in isolation. Hard ideological labour was required to mobilise racial energies for the extension of white control over rural production. This heightened consciousness and assertiveness was not easily won.
The extension of white control over production was not directly the result of the Land Act, but of concerted action and collusion amongst landlords Increasingly the sharecroppers church was to be a separatist one.
The epicentre of the developments described here was to be found in the northern Orange Free State, where the capitalisation of agriculture had proceeded furthest and the exploitation of the soil was most intense. In the western Transvaal, where intensive maize farming was a later development, sharecropping seems to have become really ubiquitous only in the 1920s and 1930s. The history of black tenant farming has varied significantly from region to region-Some informants grew up in labour tenant households in the Orange Iree State, only to take to sharecropping as adults further north. 70 The frontier of white capitalist farming has advanced sporadically and gradually. Indeed, it would not be surprising to find that it also receded at times. But even this might eventually seem too schematic a formulation; we might yet discover that local experiences were sui generis, and not simply variations of period. Only oral research will illuminate these issues.
Nevertheless, in the end, the frontier was to close finally with the mechanisation of production and the stripping of black resources. The expropriation of the "black spots''try the Nationalist government, many of them farms acquired in the few years prior to the prohibition of black land purchase in 1913, signifies the final triumph of the political economy of white supremacy in the rural highveld. The significance of the events described in "this paper is that for the first time white farmers in the arable heartland of the highveld were able to intervene decisively to turn back the tide of black accumulation on the land in a period of rapid productive expansion, and to harness black production, resources and skills more fully to the benefit of their white landlords.
33a.
3» 'Populism" is used to refer to the movement of mass mobilisation amongst rural whites in pursuit of indigenous accumulation and white supremacy, spurred "by the encroachments of big capital and the expansion of the black rural economy which accompanied the rise of urban industry. Populism was anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist in its rheoric, but only in relation to big concentrations of capital, particularly merchant and finance capital, which allegedly were bent on monopolising landed resources.
The populists* self-image was of a classless democracy of small (white)
property-holders whose harmonious self-sufficiency had been rudely shat- In 1913 or soon afterwards the farmers white lessees called the Natives together and told them that the half share system had come to an end, and if they wished to remain on the farm they would be given a few morgen to plough for themselves, but that they must now plough the rest of the lands for the farmers with their own ploughs and oxen and that for the pasturage of their cattle they must be prepared to do the transport of the produce to the market.* (U.G. 
